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1 consideration of a question in open and usually informal
debate a heated political discussion 2 a formal treatment of
a topic in speech or writing a discussion on the topic is
included in the first chapter learn the meaning of discussion
as the activity in which people talk about something and tell
each other their ideas or opinions see how to use discussion
in sentences and collocations with other words learn the
meaning and origin of the word discussion and see how it is
used in sentences and phrases find synonyms related words
and examples of discussion in different contexts and
domains noun an extended communication often interactive
dealing with some particular topic the book contains an
excellent discussion of modal logic synonyms discourse
treatment see more noun an exchange of views on some
topic we had a good discussion synonyms give and take
word see more pronunciation us dəˈskʌʃən uk dɪsˈkʌʃən learn
the meaning of discuss as a verb with synonyms example
sentences and word history find out how to use discuss in
different contexts and situations and how it differs from
argue and debate learn the meaning pronunciation picture
and usage notes of the word discussion a countable or
uncountable noun that refers to a conversation about
something or the process of discussing something see
synonyms related words and examples of discussion in
different contexts and domains learn the definition
pronunciation and usage of the word discussion in american
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english find out the meaning of discussion as a process a
topic or a speech with examples and synonyms learn the
meaning and usage of the word discussion in different
contexts such as a piece of writing a lecture or a talk find
synonyms pronunciation idioms and related words for
discussion b1 a conversation in which people talk about
something and tell each other their ideas or opinions they
were having a discussion about football several ideas are still
under discussion being discussed fewer examples an
informal discussion his remarks prompted a lot of discussion
discussion definition see examples of discussion used in a
sentence discuss dih skuhs phonetic standard ipa verb used
with object to consider or examine by argument comment
etc talk over or write about especially to explore solutions
debate to discuss the proposed law on taxes synonyms
deliberate reason civil law discussion is a noun that means
the act of discussing a piece of writing or a lecture in which
someone talks about something or a document or paper that
contains information and proposals for discussion see
synonyms pronunciation examples and translations of
discussion in american and british english learn the meaning
of discussion as the activity of talking about something and
telling each other ideas or opinions see how to use
discussion in sentences and collocations and compare it with
debate to write or talk about something in detail showing the
different ideas and opinions about it discuss something this
topic will be discussed at greater length in the next chapter
the author discusses the economic impact of these changes
discuss what how etc the article discusses how teachers can
use technology in their classrooms learn the meaning of
discussion as a noun and a verb with examples of usage and
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synonyms find out how to use discussion in a sentence and
how to distinguish it from irony noun discussions the act of
discussing talk or writing in which the pros and cons or
various aspects of a subject are considered webster s new
world consideration of a subject by a group an earnest
conversation american heritage similar definitions a formal
discourse on a topic an exposition american heritage discuss
verb t us dɪˈskʌs uk dɪˈskʌs add to word list a2 to talk about a
subject with someone and tell each other your ideas or
opinions discuss something with someone the police want to
discuss these recent racist attacks with local people learn the
meaning of discussion as a noun and a verb and see how it
differs from argument find synonyms translations and usage
examples from various sources an act or instance of
discussing consideration or examination by argument
comment etc esp to explore solutions informal debate late
latin discussiōn stem of discussiō inquiry examination latin a
shaking see discuss ion anglo french middle english 1300 50
dis cus sion al adj verb dɪˈskʌs verb forms to talk about
something with someone especially in order to decide
something discuss something with somebody have you
discussed the problem with anyone discuss something i m
not prepared to discuss this on the phone they met to
discuss the possibility of working together discuss when what
etc
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discussion definition meaning
merriam webster
Mar 31 2024

1 consideration of a question in open and usually informal
debate a heated political discussion 2 a formal treatment of
a topic in speech or writing a discussion on the topic is
included in the first chapter

discussion english meaning
cambridge dictionary
Feb 28 2024

learn the meaning of discussion as the activity in which
people talk about something and tell each other their ideas
or opinions see how to use discussion in sentences and
collocations with other words

discussion definition meaning
dictionary com
Jan 29 2024

learn the meaning and origin of the word discussion and see
how it is used in sentences and phrases find synonyms
related words and examples of discussion in different
contexts and domains
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discussion definition meaning
synonyms vocabulary com
Dec 28 2023

noun an extended communication often interactive dealing
with some particular topic the book contains an excellent
discussion of modal logic synonyms discourse treatment see
more noun an exchange of views on some topic we had a
good discussion synonyms give and take word see more
pronunciation us dəˈskʌʃən uk dɪsˈkʌʃən

discuss definition meaning merriam
webster
Nov 26 2023

learn the meaning of discuss as a verb with synonyms
example sentences and word history find out how to use
discuss in different contexts and situations and how it differs
from argue and debate

discussion noun definition pictures
pronunciation and
Oct 26 2023

learn the meaning pronunciation picture and usage notes of
the word discussion a countable or uncountable noun that
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refers to a conversation about something or the process of
discussing something see synonyms related words and
examples of discussion in different contexts and domains

discussion noun definition pictures
pronunciation and
Sep 24 2023

learn the definition pronunciation and usage of the word
discussion in american english find out the meaning of
discussion as a process a topic or a speech with examples
and synonyms

discussion definition and meaning
collins english dictionary
Aug 24 2023

learn the meaning and usage of the word discussion in
different contexts such as a piece of writing a lecture or a
talk find synonyms pronunciation idioms and related words
for discussion

discussion meaning cambridge
learner s dictionary
Jul 23 2023

b1 a conversation in which people talk about something and
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tell each other their ideas or opinions they were having a
discussion about football several ideas are still under
discussion being discussed fewer examples an informal
discussion his remarks prompted a lot of discussion

discussion definition usage
examples dictionary com
Jun 21 2023

discussion definition see examples of discussion used in a
sentence

discuss definition meaning
dictionary com
May 21 2023

discuss dih skuhs phonetic standard ipa verb used with
object to consider or examine by argument comment etc talk
over or write about especially to explore solutions debate to
discuss the proposed law on taxes synonyms deliberate
reason civil law

discussion definition in american
english collins english
Apr 19 2023

discussion is a noun that means the act of discussing a piece
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of writing or a lecture in which someone talks about
something or a document or paper that contains information
and proposals for discussion see synonyms pronunciation
examples and translations of discussion in american and
british english

discussion definition in the
cambridge english dictionary
Mar 19 2023

learn the meaning of discussion as the activity of talking
about something and telling each other ideas or opinions see
how to use discussion in sentences and collocations and
compare it with debate

discuss verb definition pictures
pronunciation and usage
Feb 15 2023

to write or talk about something in detail showing the
different ideas and opinions about it discuss something this
topic will be discussed at greater length in the next chapter
the author discusses the economic impact of these changes
discuss what how etc the article discusses how teachers can
use technology in their classrooms
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discussion definition meaning
britannica dictionary
Jan 17 2023

learn the meaning of discussion as a noun and a verb with
examples of usage and synonyms find out how to use
discussion in a sentence and how to distinguish it from irony

discussion definition meaning
yourdictionary
Dec 16 2022

noun discussions the act of discussing talk or writing in which
the pros and cons or various aspects of a subject are
considered webster s new world consideration of a subject by
a group an earnest conversation american heritage similar
definitions a formal discourse on a topic an exposition
american heritage

discuss definition in the cambridge
english dictionary
Nov 14 2022

discuss verb t us dɪˈskʌs uk dɪˈskʌs add to word list a2 to talk
about a subject with someone and tell each other your ideas
or opinions discuss something with someone the police want
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to discuss these recent racist attacks with local people

discussion definition of discussion
by the free dictionary
Oct 14 2022

learn the meaning of discussion as a noun and a verb and
see how it differs from argument find synonyms translations
and usage examples from various sources

discussion wordreference com
dictionary of english
Sep 12 2022

an act or instance of discussing consideration or examination
by argument comment etc esp to explore solutions informal
debate late latin discussiōn stem of discussiō inquiry
examination latin a shaking see discuss ion anglo french
middle english 1300 50 dis cus sion al adj

discuss verb definition pictures
pronunciation and usage
Aug 12 2022

verb dɪˈskʌs verb forms to talk about something with
someone especially in order to decide something discuss
something with somebody have you discussed the problem
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with anyone discuss something i m not prepared to discuss
this on the phone they met to discuss the possibility of
working together discuss when what etc
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